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Abstract

We analyse the effects of EMIR and Basel III regulations on short-
term interest rates. EMIR requires central clearing houses (CCP) to
continually acquire safe assets, thus expanding the lending supply of
repurchase agreements (repo). Basel III, in contrast, disincentivises
the borrowing demand by tightening banks’ balance sheet constraints.
Using unique datasets of repo transactions and CCP activity, we find
compelling evidence for both supply and demand channels. The over-
all effects are decreasing short-term rates and increasing market im-
balances in various forms, all of which entail unintended consequences
originated from the new regulatory framework.
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1 Introduction

The market for repurchase agreements (“repo”) has become the main

source of funding liquidity that allows financial market participants to manage

their inventory of cash and securities.1 In addition to dealer and banks, the

new regulation governing the well-functioning of the over-the-counter (OTC)

derivatives market made central counterparties (CCPs) major participants in

the European repo market. In the words of Benoît Cœuré (2019) “CCPs act

as major repo counterparties when reinvesting the large amounts of collateral

they collect. Disruptions affecting, or caused by, a CCP can have ripple ef-

fects through the euro repo market, which may affect the conduct of monetary

policy.”

In addition to these structural changes, some puzzling patterns emerged

in money markets. As illustrated in Figure 1, since 2015 European repo

rates dropped below the central bank deposit rate exhibiting wider cross-

sectional dispersion and marked declines on reporting days of the Basel III

leverage ratio (BIS, 2017). These issues have gained attention from regulators

and practitioners raising several compelling questions: How does the new

regulatory framework in banking and financial market infrastructures affect

the repo market? Has it created unintended consequences by bringing down

and spreading out short-term interest rates? And if it does, why?

[Insert Figure 1 here.]

To address these important questions, we analyse unique regulatory data

from the investment activity of UK CCPs together with a comprehensive
1A repo is a collateralised loan to borrow cash based on a simultaneous sale and forward

agreement to repurchase securities at the maturity date. Throughout this paper, we refer
to borrowing and lending repo cash.
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dataset of European repos. We identify two key regulatory effects, one af-

fecting the repo supply (or reverse repos) and the other affecting the repo

demand. On the supply side, the European market infrastructure regulation

(EMIR) requires European CCPs to turn their unsecured cash holdings from

the collection of margins into highly liquid securities. In practice, CCPs ob-

tain these securities by entering into reverse repos (i.e., they lend cash against

collateral). We find that the repo supply enforced by this regulation puts

significant downward pressure to short-term interest rates. On the demand

side, the Basel III leverage ratio entails that repos expand the balance sheet

of financial intermediaries, whereas reverse repos do not. We find that CCPs’

downward pressure on short-term rates strengthens during the regulatory re-

porting dates when the leverage ratio bites banks’ repo cash borrowing de-

mand the most. To shed light on the transmission mechanism, we show that

those banks borrowing from CCPs offload their liquidity surpluses by lending

(borrowing) more (less) in the interbank market.

A better understanding of how new regulations affect short-term interest

rates is relevant for regulators who have imposed a number of regulatory con-

straints on banks with unknown effects and interactions (e.g. Haldane, 2017;

Cœuré, 2017). Whilst new prudential policies strengthen financial stability,

regulations such as Basel III leverage ratio might have created unintended

effects such as disincentivising repo intermediation (Duffie, 2016),2 inducing

collateral scarcity (Cœuré, 2012) and window-dressing at the end of report-
2For instance, a repo causes almost no increase in the risk of the dealer’s balance sheet

but the leverage rule requires significantly more capital creating a “debt overhang” problem
in the sense that dealer’s creditors benefit from the improved safety of their claims at
shareholders’ expense (Duffie, 2017).
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ing periods (BIS, 2017, pp. 20–28).3 Furthermore, the Dodd-Frank Act and

EMIR implementation in U.S. and Europe, respectively, has made central

clearing mandatory for interest rate swaps and credit default swaps (CDS)

indices, thus making CCPs large actors in financial markets. Understanding

these issues is crucial for phasing-in and redesigning the regulatory framework

aiming at reaching the desired level of market efficiency and financial stability

(Duffie, 2018). Our study is also relevant to central banks as many monetary

policies are implemented through short-term rates.

Our first contribution is to show the causal effect of the new regulation

governing clearing infrastructures on the supply side of the repo market. The

main function of CCPs is to reduce counterparty risk by collecting initial

margin and default fund contributions. As a result, CCPs hold vast amounts

of cash. For instance, the total cash held daily by the top 10 European CCPs

in 2016 exceeded EUR140 billions.4 EMIR states that at least 95% of any cash

position that remains in a CCP’s margin accounts or default fund overnight

must be invested into government bonds or reverse repos or deposited with a

central bank.5 This means that clearing houses are required to reinvest cash

in a given set of highly safe and liquid assets available on the market on a daily

basis. In practice, the CCPs in our sample comply to the EMIR requirement

by lending repo cash for high quality collateral in the over-the-counter (OTC)
3For example, the BIS (2017, p. 22) writes that “regulation calculated on the basis of

the banks’ balance sheet size [...] has had a pronounced impact on repo market activity.”
Further, it observes that differences in the behaviour of banks across jurisdictions with dif-
ferent balance sheet constraints support this hypothesis. In particular, it shows that banks
not subject to US or UK leverage ratio regulation decreased their repo trading volumes
much less than other banks. The ECB (Grill et al., 2017, p. 161) repeats concerns raised
by the industry that “regulatory reforms have significantly reduced the willingness of banks
to provide repo services and contributed to volatility and market dislocations around the
balance sheet reporting dates.“

4These estimates are based on the CPMI-IOSCO Public Quantitative Disclosures by
European CCPs at the end of the first quarter of 2016.

5See Articles 44-45 of EMIR (EC, 2013, p. 63). For further details, see section 2.1.
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bilateral segment of the repo market. The investment of European CCPs in

the reverse repo market is substantial. For instance, out of the EUR140 billion

cash held by the top 10 European CCPs in 2016, about EUR60 billion were

invested daily in reverse repos (according to CPMI-IOSCO disclosures). This

represents a sizeable amount compared to the total daily borrowed volume of

about EUR300 billion in the Euro interbank repo market.

To test the supply hypothesis, we perform a series of panel regressions with

fixed-effects for the country of the collateral asset. Daily excess rates, defined

as the difference between the interbank repo rate and the central bank deposit

rate, are regressed on aggregate CCPs’ investment on reverse repos. In addi-

tion to be determined by regulation and by the amount of cash accumulated on

CCPs’ margin accounts, notice that CCPs’ reverse repos are conducted in the

OTC segment while we analyse the impact on interbank rates. Thus, CCPs’

repo can be seen as an instrumental variable (IV) measuring exogenous supply

to the interbank repo market. We control for other potential factors includ-

ing interbank order flow (i.e., borrower-initiated minus lender-initiated repos)

that should determine price formation according to microstructure theories,

risk variables accounting for possible margin procyclicality, CCPs’ purchases

in the cash bond market, which can induce indirect effects on short-term rates

such as “specialness,” and Quantitative Easing (QE) effects that can create

collateral scarcity and excess liquidity. The main finding is that to conform

to new regulation, CCPs’ repo cash lending exerts a pervasive and systematic

downward pressure on short-term rates, thus supporting the supply hypothe-

sis.

Our second contribution is to show how the new regulation on the clearing

infrastructure also affects the demand side of repo markets. To do this, we

exploit the interaction between EMIR and Basel III regulations. The main
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idea is to analyse the impact of the exogenous variation of CCPs’ cash supply

on the downward-sloping demand curve for repos during the Basel III leverage

ratio reporting periods. Note that only repo contracts and not reverse repos

expand bank’s balance sheets.6 Hence, banks are less inclined to demand

repos whereas repo supply remains essentially unaffected.7

To test the demand effect, we design a difference-in-differences setting in

the spirit of Du, Tepper, and Verdelhan (2018). In our setting, repo contracts

expiring after (before) the quarter-end represent the “treated group” (“control

group”) as they are (not) subject to the leverage ratio requirement and thus

generate higher capital costs. We then test whether the negative effect of the

CCP activity on short-term rates is stronger for repo contracts that expire

after the quarter-end reporting date. The main finding is that the negative

CCP impact on short-term rates increases during quarterly reporting dates,

that is, when the Basel III leverage ratio imposes balance sheet constraints on

banks demanding repos. This evidence suggests that the joint regulatory ef-

fects of EMIR and Basel III further decrease short-term rates, thus supporting

the demand hypothesis.

In the remainder of our paper, we delve into the differential effect and the

transmission mechanism of regulations. To do this, we analyse which repos

and banks are affected the most. First, we carry out panel regression analysis

on yield differentials between repos with different collateral. We find that the
6The repo cash enters on the asset side and the repo debt on the liability side of the

repo borrower’s balance sheet while the pledged asset remains on its asset side. Regarding
reverse repos, the lent cash leaving the lender’s balance sheet equals the claim on the repo
counterparty remaining in the balance sheet. Collateral assets are excluded because they
are temporary purchases. See section 2.2 for details.

7Note that the leverage ratio is an unweighted risk measure, suggesting that it is the
balance sheet size rather than the asset quality that matters. Also, the tenors (shorter
than the thirty-day LCR cut-off time) and collateral assets (all are Level 1 High Quality
Liquid Assets (HQLA)) analysed in this paper are unaffected by other regulations such as
the Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) (cf. BIS, 2017, pp.27–28), the Net Stable Funding
Ratio (NSFR) and Risk Weighted Assets (RWA).
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purchases of collateral assets by CCPs widen yield differentials and that the

repo contracts with the lowest rate are (negatively) affected the most. From

the perspective of the safe asset literature, this finding suggests that regulation

chiefly affects repos bearing largest convenience premia, i.e. offering more

safety or liquidity benefits. Second, we perform panel regressions at the bank

level. By entering a bilateral repo contract with a CCP, a bank suffers from

a cash surplus, a shortage of HQLA assets, and an expansion of the balance

sheet. We find that banks who are borrowing counterparties with the CCPs

in our sample tend to offset any consequent cash surpluses and asset shortages

by lending more and borrow less in the interbank market.

We contribute to at least three strands of the literature: First, to the

growing literature on intermediary asset pricing (e.g., He & Krishnamurthy,

2013; Adrian, Etula, & Muir, 2014; He, Kelly, & Manela, 2017). We do so by

showing that regulations have created new and important market participants,

i.e. clearing houses, that affect how financial intermediaries price and trade

short-term rates.8.

Second, we contribute to the literature on repos, which represent an im-

portant category of safe assets (Gorton, 2017).9 Only few papers analyse the

regulatory effects on repo rates.10 Our study is the first to highlight how

the new mandatory framework including EMIR contributes to dragging down

repo rates (below central bank deposit rates) and widening their dispersion.
8Several recent papers study regulatory effects on market liquidity (e.g., Adrian, Bo-

yarchenko, & Shachar, 2017; Trebbi & Xiao, 2017; Bicu, Chen, & Elliot, 2017) and on
risk-taking (e.g., Acosta-Smith, Grill, & Lang, 2018) and arbitrage (Du et al., 2018)

9Several recent papers analyse repo markets in the United States (e.g. Copeland, Martin,
& Walker, 2014; Gorton & Metrick, 2012; Krishnamurthy, Nagel, & Orlov, 2014) and in
Europe (e.g. Mancini, Ranaldo, & Wrampelmeyer, 2016; Boissel, Derrien, Ors, & Thesmar,
2017).

10For instance, Munyan (2015) documents calendar effects during reporting periods.
Studying GILT repos, Kotidis and van Horen (2018) find that banks with more binding
leverage ratio offer their smaller clients lower rates and reduced repo volume.
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The regulatory effects uncovered in this paper represent a new explanation for

low and dispersed short-term rates that complements narratives on collateral

scarcity and Quantitative Easing impacts, as we demonstrate empirically.11

Third, we contribute to the nascent literature on central clearing that is

mostly devoted to CDS pricing in the post-crisis regulatory regime.12 The

novelty of our study is to show that clearing houses on their own have become

important players with “preferred [regulatory] habitats” for safe and liquid

assets affecting intermediaries’ behaviours.13

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces

the regulatory reforms. Section 3 presents our datasets. Section 4 and Sec-

tion 5 analyse the supply and demand hypothesis, respectively. 6 provides

additional analyses. Section 7 concludes.

2 Regulatory Context

The effects we analyse are relevant to two pieces of European regulation:

the EMIR regulation on market infrastructures and the Basel III leverage

ratio. Below we provide an overview of them.

2.1 European Market Infrastructure Regulation

In July 2012 the European Union issued EMIR, which lays down the reg-

ulatory framework for over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives, CCPs, and trade
11Some recent papers study the effects on unconventional monetary policies on repo mar-

kets (e.g., Arrata, Nguyen, Rahmouni-Rousseau, & Vari, in press; Corradin & Maddaloni,
in press; Pelizzon, Subrahmanyam, Tomio, & Uno, 2018).

12See, for instance, Arora, Gandhi, and Longstaff (2012); Loon and Zhong (2014); Duffie,
Scheicher, and Vuillemey (2015); Du, Gadgil, Gordy, and Vega (2016).

13The preferred habitat hypothesis developed by Modigliani and Sutch (1966) has been
applied to money markets (e.g., Park & Reinganum, 1986; Ogden, 1987; Musto, 1997). By
forcing CCPs to invest in given assets, we determine a source of preferred habitat affecting
money market rates.
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repositories. Among other things, it introduced clearing requirements for

OTC derivatives and uniform standards for the operation of European CCPs.

Of particular interest are the requirements concerning CCP’s handling of the

cash collected daily as part of their risk management procedures in the form

of initial margin and default fund contributions. They require CCPs to hold

at most 5% on average on unsecured deposits, which protects them against

counterparty risk. In practice, complying with this regulation requires CCPs

to invest their cash daily into reverse repos, government bonds, and when

available, central bank deposits.14

CCPs collect initial margin daily (or sometimes intraday) as a protection

against counterparty risk. Initial margin calculations are risk-based reflecting

the size and the riskiness of clearing members’ portfolios. Data from public

disclosures indicate that about 40% of the initial margin collected by the

top 10 European CCPs in 2016 was in cash. This share remained essentially

constant from 2016 to 2019 suggesting that unconventional policies including

the QE and central bank liquidity provisions have not led banks to pledge

more cash as collateral. The cash that needs to be invested daily by CCPs is

considerable. For instance, the total cash held daily by the top 10 European

CCPs in 2016 exceeded EUR140 billion.15

The enormous amount of cash held by CCPs reflects the sheer size of

the markets they clear and the mandatory central clearing of standardised

OTC derivatives first introduced in the US and EU in 2013 and 2016, re-
14See the Article 47 of EMIR and Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 153/2013

(EC, 2013, p. 63, Article45). The latter says that“where cash is maintained overnight [...]
not less than 95% of such cash,calculated over an average period of one calendar month,
shall be deposited through arrangements that ensure the collateralisation of the cash with
highly liquid financial instruments [...].”

15The numbers in this paragraph are based on the CPMI-IOSCO Public Quantitative
Disclosures by European CCPs at the end of the first quarter of 2016. See http://www
.eachccp.eu/cpmi-iosco-public-quantitative-disclosure/.
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spectively. At the end of 2016, the outstanding notional in OTC derivatives

market amounted to $544 trillion, of which 61% were centrally cleared for

interest rate derivatives, 28% for CDS, and minuscule for FX, commodity and

equity derivatives (e.g., FSB, 2017a, 2017b). As central clearing mandates are

phased-in, the proportion of central clearing segment, and consequently the

size of CCP investment, is expected to continue to grow.

Our main interest lies in the CCPs’ investment in reverse repos. We con-

sider this investment as exogenous to the repo market since it is driven by

the need for regulatory compliance with EMIR. If it was not for EMIR, CCPs

would have no trading activity in the reverse repo market. Note that CCPs

also have no control of the size of CCP investment, which is solely driven by

the margin posted by clearing members. Margin tends to increase with port-

folio volatility and the net position of a clearing member against the CCP.

As discussed earlier, the composition of margin has been fairly stable between

2016 and 2019, with cash accounting for about 40% with the rest being se-

curities. Furthermore, clearing members have no incentive to deposit excess

cash with the CCP, as there is typically a charge, that is a spread on the

overnight benchmark index, for example the EONIA for Euro-denominated

cash. Consequently, we regard the size of CCP investment in reverse repos as

mechanically and exogenously determined.

The CCPs have the option to substitute reverse repos with other safe

assets, for example government bonds. However, we think it an unlike option

for two reasons. First, purchasing individual securities (specific ISIN) from

the illiquid bond markets is costlier than obtaining general collateral (GC) in

a reverse repo. Second, EMIR (EC, 2013, p. 74) requires that the average

time-to-maturity of CCP investment portfolios does not exceed two years, an

important constraint for purchasing individual bonds. Nonetheless, to err on

9



the side of caution, all our regressions include the CCP bond investments as

a control variable.

Another option for CCPs is to deposit cash at central banks. However,

this option is not always available, while when it exists it can come with strict

requirements. This is particularly the case with the CCPs in our sample. The

Sterling Monetary Framework is built around using a reserves averaging sys-

tem. Participants set a target for the average reserves they will hold over the

next maintenance period. Holding average reserves outside a narrow range

around this target attracts a charge (Bank of England, 2015, pp. 4-5). Al-

though the reserves averaging scheme was suspended for banks in 2009, it still

applies to UK CCPs that must hold daily average reserves between 99% and

101% of the said target. Missing the target gives rise to a hefty charge of 200

basis points (Bank of England, 2019, p. 7). Given the volatile nature of initial

margin and the cash held by CCPs, the use of central banks deposits by UK

CCPs as a mean to comply to the EMIR requirement is rather restrictive.

Hence, in practise the CCPs in our sample comply with the EMIR by

investing in the reverse repo market. More generally, in Europe the propor-

tion of CCP investment in reverse repos varies across CCPs.16 Even so, the

aggregate CCP investment in reverse repos is substantial. Public data from

the CPMI-IOSCO quantitative disclosures of the top 10 EU CCPs in the first

quarter of 2016 suggest that their aggregate daily investment in reverse repos

was in excess of EUR60 billion or about 45% of the cash held by these CCPs.

16For example, EuroCCP (2018) reports that 100% of cash received from clearing mem-
bers is deposited with commercial banks over reverse repos. Conversely, Eurex Clearing
deposits the vast majority of its cash with the central bank.
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2.2 Basel III

The Basel III framework,announced in 2010, was developed by the Basel

Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) aiming at strengthening the reg-

ulatory framework for banks. Capital requirements are central to Basel III.

In particular, the leverage ratio (i.e., the ratio of Tier 1 capital to total ex-

posures) was introduced as a non-risk weighted capital ratio in an attempt to

limit the overly building-up of leverage in banks’ balance sheet.

The BCBS required banks to report their leverage ratio to national super-

visors from 1 January 2013, followed by a public disclosure requirement from

1 January 2015. However, the leverage ratio was only scheduled to become

mandatory with a minimum ratio of 3% in January 2018. The BCBS report-

ing requirement has been implemented differently across jurisdictions. In the

European Union, banks report their leverage ratio based on quarter-end fig-

ures. Other jurisdictions require leverage ratio reporting based on averaging.

For example, in the UK, from January 2016 onwards, the seven larger UK

banks were required to report quarterly the average of on-balance sheet assets

on the last day of each month during the reference quarter. From January

2017 onwards, this rule changed to daily averaging.17

The leverage ratio reporting requirements brought about the practice of

window-dressing, i.e., the adjustment of banks’ balance sheets around the

regulatory reporting dates, mainly at year-and quarter-ends (BIS, 2018). We

exploit this practice below to identify banks’ balance sheet constraints (i.e.

demand effects).

In Europe, the treatment of repo market exposures in the leverage ratio

calculation is asymmetric. As illustrated in Figure 2, repo borrowers retain
17In contrast, other regulated banks (e.g., smaller UK banks or subsidiaries of foreign

banks) have continued to report based on end-of-quarter figures.
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the collateral on their balance sheet, as they are already committed to re-

purchasing the asset in the future, and are therefore exposed to the risk of

the collateral. As a result, the cash borrowed and entered on the asset side

is balanced by an equally sized position on the liability side. Hence, a repo

transaction expands the balance sheet thus reducing the leverage ratio. Con-

versely, reverse repos do not enter the leverage ratio calculation because the

buyer is not exposed to the risk of collateral (except in the case of a default).

Consequently, the collateral is not added as an asset in the bank’s balance

sheet, while the cash received is removed from the asset side and replaced by

a repo loan receivable.

[Insert Figure 2 here.]

As a result, banks’ intermediation involving repo demand (as opposed

to repo supply, or reverse repos) is constrained by the leverage ratio (see

Domanski, Gambacorta, and Picillo (2015) andDuffie (2016)). This applies

in particular to global systemically important banks (G-SIB) that receive a

capital surcharge in addition to the minimum leverage ratio. We expect the

impact of the leverage ratio in the repo market to grow around the report-

ing end-of-quarter dates (Munyan (2015)), a manifestation of the decreasing

demand for repos when the leverage ratio bites banks’ balance sheet the most.

3 Data

Our research relies on two main datasets. The first captures repo rates

and volumes in the interbank Euro and Sterling repo market. The second

represents clearing house infrastructure. The intersection of both datasets

defines our sample period, starting on 4 November 2013 and ending on 29

December 2017 (i.e., a total of 1065 business days).
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3.1 Repo Interbank Market

Repos are the most used contract in the interbank credit market (ECB,

2015, p. 4). Our repo dataset consists of the near-total universe of all elec-

tronically traded repo transactions in Euro and Sterling. It is obtained from

the three most important repo trading platforms in Europe: BrokerTec, Eurex

Repo, and MTS Repo. Every transaction includes the following information:

the repo rate; the currency; the cash amount; the trade-, purchase-, and re-

purchase day; the collateral’s ISIN or country of origin; whether the repo was

initiated by the cash borrower or lender; identifier of parties involved in a

contract; and whether the repo is cleared by a CCP. We removed by hand 12

observations with obvious faulty data.

Table 1 shows a breakdown of the dataset by trading venue, clearing,

currency, the collateral’s country of origin (the first two letters of ISIN) and

maturity. Two remarks are in order here. First, volumes in Sterling have

been converted to Euros, at an exchange rate of 1.12 EUR/GBP (only for the

purpose of this table). Second, a repo is collateralised with GB collateral if

and only if it is denominated in Sterling. Very few transactions violated this

rule and have been discarded to simplify the analysis. In contrast, the Euro

repo market collateral is quite diverse since the majority of collateral are Euro

Area government bonds.

[Insert Table 1 here.]

The table reveals that the vast majority of repos in our sample are centrally

cleared with a one-day maturity. As a CCP assumes all counterparty credit

risk, these trading venues are able to provide fully anonymous repo trading.

This makes the electronically traded repo market an ideal research ground for

short-term interest rates as it naturally excludes many confounding factors.
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For example, every trader faces the same counterparty credit risk as exposure

is only to the CCP. Similarly, relationship trading and asymmetric information

issues (e.g. about counterparty credit risk) are not important as all parties

see the same anonymised central limit order book and cannot select specific

counterparties.

After grouping repo transactions by tenor and collateral country, we fo-

cus on the most liquid groups in the interbank market. This produces six

countries and four tenors (ON, TN, SN, S1W).18 Three country-tenor combi-

nations needed to be removed as they are very infrequently traded, and hence

introduce a lot of missing values in our time series. The resulting panel con-

sists of 21 segments, of which 17 (4) have a one-day (one-week) tenor. As the

composition of CCP investment positions is confidential, we cannot disclose

which countries were included.

For every segment, we compute daily volume-weighted average repo rates

and “aggressive” (i.e., by means of market orders19) borrowing and lending

volumes. The difference between aggressive borrowing and lending volumes

defines the order flow.

Figure 1 displays the evolution of European repo rates. Three facts are

worth noting: First, the repo market is characterized by two regimes. While

in the first part of the sample period Euro and Sterling repo rates tended to

follow the respective central bank deposit rate, in the second part they tended

to trade below those rates. Second, the cross-sectional dispersion of Euro repo

rates has increased significantly in recent years. Higher quality collateral,
18A repo tenor consists of two parts. The first denotes the forward period between

trade and settlement (O=Overnight, T=Tomorrow, S=Spot (2 days)), whereas the second
denotes the period between settlement and maturity (N=next (1 day), 1W (5 business
days)).

19We are unable to measure liquidity provision using (non-aggressive) limit orders, as our
dataset contains no order book.
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such as German or French government bonds, exhibit much lower rates than

relatively less safe collateral. Third, strong seasonalities are evident at the

month-end (quarter-end) and entail lower rates and larger rate dispersion.

The first pattern, i.e. interbank repo rates trading below the central bank

deposit rate, may seem puzzling as banks could just borrow cash in the repo

market and then deposit it with the respective central bank to make a safe

profit. A sufficient quantity of this near-arbitrage trading strategy would keep

interbank rates strictly tied to the central bank deposit rate.20 The second pat-

tern indicating wider cross-sectional dispersion of repo rates suggests different

“convenience yields“ (Krishnamurthy & Vissing-Jorgensen, 2012) embedded

in repos and it can lead to passthrough inefficiency of monetary policies (Duffie

& Krishnamurthy, 2016, p. 1). The third (seasonal) patterns coincide with

regulatory reporting periods. However, how exactly regulations affect repo

rates is an open question, which we analyse in the remainder of this paper.

In the remainder of this paper, we use the spread between repo rates and

the central bank deposit rate (i.e. the ECB and the Bank of England deposit

rates for Euro and Sterling repos, respectively). We do so for two reasons.

First, we observe that repo rates exhibit some degree of persistence and trend.

Taking the spread over the deposit rate ensures stationarity. Second, the

spread has an economically meaningful interpretation measuring how far the

cost of private liquidity (represented by repos) is from the public liquidity rate

(represented by the central bank deposit rate). In a stable monetary regime,

they should converge. The Levin-Lin-Chu (LLC) test for panel data and the

Augmented-Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test for univariate data strongly reject unit

roots at the 1% significance level for both repo spreads to deposit rates and
20This can be considered near-arbitrage rather than pure arbitrage as a bank needs to

hold and pledge collateral to enter the repo position.
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for interbank order flows.

3.2 CCP Investments

Our analysis uses daily investments from EMIR-regulated clearing infras-

tructures as reported to the Bank of England between November 2013 and

December 2017. Although our quantities are representative of the UK CCP

market, confidentiality reasons prevent us from disclosing the clearing houses

in our analysis. Nor are we able to divulge whether their investment activities

stem merely from some or rather from all of their clearing services.

The data contain the reverse repo and bond purchase volumes that the

supervised clearing houses settle every day to comply with the EMIR rule

(see section 2.1). These volumes are split by the collateral’s country of origin.

Although they are very granular, these reports do not distinguish between

tenors. Hence, we use the same volumes across all tenors of a given country

in the panel cross-section.

To protect the confidentiality of this dataset, we standardise the time se-

ries by subtracting the mean and by dividing by the standard deviation of the

total reverse repo lending (bond purchase) volume across countries. The units

of reverse repo (bonds) investments are therefore standard deviations of total

reverse repo (bonds) investments. This holds the relative sizes between coun-

tries constant and does not change the sign or significance of the regression

estimates presented below. It does, however, allow us to show the economic

significance of an hypothetical investment volume without disclosing its actual

size.

Importantly, these reverse repo loans are conducted over-the-counter (OTC)

and not in the repo interbank market itself. However, most counterparties at

the same time participate in the interbank market. This is especially relevant
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for identifying the effects of balance sheet constraints. In the absence of mul-

tilateral netting mechanisms, which exist in the centrally cleared interbank

market, and with no room for bilateral netting because CCPs almost exclu-

sively lend, these reverse repo investments must end up on the counterparties’

balance sheets and lower their leverage ratios. Hence, this setting enables

us to establish the natural transmission from regulation onto interbank rates

through OTC intermediation.

The LLC test rejects a unit-root for CCPs’ reverse repo investments, al-

though we find that repo investments with one particular country’s collateral

are only weakly stationary. A removal of this country leads to rejecting of

a unit-root at the 1% significance level. On the other hand, a unit-root in

CCPs’ bond investments cannot be rejected, likely due to a some discrete

jumps in investment volumes. We do appropriate robustness checks in section

6.3 to verify that inclusion of this country and the bond investments control

variable does not lead to spurious correlations in our results. We find that, if

anything, inclusion works against our results.

3.3 Other Data

In addition to repo market and clearing infrastructure data, we consider

foreign exchange markets, general volatility, as well as quantitative easing.

More specifically, we add the covered interest rate parity basis (CIP), the Euro

50 STOXX volatility index (VSTOXX), and the share of purchase-eligible gov-

ernment debt bought through the public sector purchasing programme (PSPP)

as controls to our regressions.

The CIP basis is given by

CIPi,t = rUSD
t,t+n(i) − r

ccy(i)
t,t+n(i) + 252

n(i)
(
f

USD,ccy(i)
t,t+n(i) − sUSD,ccy(i)

t

)
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where t denotes the day and i denotes the panel segment. n(i) equals the

tenor of the repo segment in days (i.e., either 1 or 5), whereas ccy(i) denotes

its currency (i.e., either EUR or GBP). Variable r denotes the unsecured LI-

BOR interest rate (in logs), which were downloaded from the Federal Reserve

Economic Data (FRED) website.21 Variables s and f denote the spot and for-

ward exchange rates (in logs) between USD and ccy(i), given in units of ccy(i)

per USD. The spot and forward rates were downloaded from Bloomberg.

We include the CIP basis as a control because interest rates and FX mar-

kets are closely interrelated. Depending upon exchange rates, a bank facing

margin call might find it more worthwhile to execute a carry-trade, to lend

in the foreign currency’s repo market to obtain collateral and to deliver said

collateral to satisfy the margin call rather than to simply deliver domestic

collateral already in its possession. Hence, FX rates influence which collateral

is cheapest-to-deliver and therefore affect repo demand and supply. Further-

more, CIP arbitrageurs need to borrow and lend cash to create synthetic

interest rates. For CIP violations at the short end of the yield curve, one way

to eliminate credit risk and the dwindling liquidity associated with Libor-

based CIP is to use lending and borrowing rates from the repo markets (Du

et al., 2018, p. 930). Hence, short-term CIP arbitraging affects repo demand

and supply. We control for the CIP basis as it exhibits profound seasonalities

around quarter-ends when leverage ratios must be reported (Du et al., 2018,

p. 940).

Furthermore, we control for overall financial markets volatility and mar-

gin procyclicality by including the VSTOXX measuring the EURO STOXX

50 implied volatility index.22 Being an important determinant of how much
21https://fred.stlouisfed.org/
22The VSTOXX is similar to CBOE VIX and the data are accessible in Bloomberg. Using

VIX instead of VSTOXX, we obtain similar results.
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margin must be deposited at CCPs for a given trade, volatility can influence

how much cash CCPs must invest in reverse repos and government bonds. As

margin requirements in the European interbank repo market are recalculated

infrequently or are pre-established (e.g., Mancini et al., 2016; Nyborg, 2016),

we control for this variable with a lag of one day.

Finally, we also control for the ECB’s public sector purchase programme

(PSPP) as it constitutes an alternative explanation for the repo rates patterns

shown in figure 1 (e.g., Arrata et al., in press; Pelizzon et al., 2018). To capture

the size of PSPP operations, we compute the percent-share of a outstanding

debt that has been purchased by the ECB through PSPP, i.e.

PSPPi,t = Purchasesi,t

Outstandingi,t

· 100

where Purchasesi,t denotes the cumulative PSPP purchases of country i’s

government debt until day t, and Outstandingi,t denotes that country’s total

outstanding debt23 eligible for PSPP purchases. To construct Purchasesi,t, we

start out with the monthly breakdown of PSPP purchases.24 Using the weekly

time series of “Securities held for monetary policy purposes” contained in

the ECB’s weekly financial statements, we interpolate Purchasesi,t to weekly

frequency.25 The data source for weekly values of Outstandingi,t is the ECB’s

Eligible Assets database.26 Finally, we compute weekly values of PSPPi,t

and interpolate it linearly to daily frequency. As this variable is clearly not

stationary, we include the day-to-day change ∆PSPPi,t in the regressions.
23We exclude inflation-linked debt for simplicity and because it is less relevant for the

repo market.
24https://www.ecb.europa.eu/mopo/implement/omt/html/index.en.html
25https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/pr/wfs/2019/html/index.en.html
26https://mfi-assets.ecb.int/queryEa.htm, although one would have had to down-

load the data regularly since 2015. We are grateful for the ECB’s assistance.
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4 Supply Effects

Methods

The supply hypothesis puts forward that the regulatory-driven supply of

repos (demand of collateral) by clearing houses decreases short-term rates. To

test it, we use a standard panel regression setup. Equation (1) outlines the

baseline regression equation used and adapted in subsequent sections.

Ratei,t = α ·Ratei,t−1 + γ ·Orderflowi,t + λ ·Reversei,t

+ µi + βTXi,t + εi,t

(1)

The i index denotes the cross-section of the panel, while µi denotes the stan-

dard fixed-effects dummies, one for every i. The response variable Ratei,t

denotes the spread between volume-weighted average interbank repo rates

and the central bank deposit rate.

We add the first lag of the dependent variable as a control to control

for any persistence in the repo rates variables.27 To account for endogenous

demand and supply within the interbank market, we add interbank order flow

as an explanatory variable. When repo rates are regressed on it, the estimated

coefficient γ captures the order flow price impact within the interbank repo

market.

The Reversei,t variable contains the aggregate and standardised CCP re-

verse repo investment volume. The coefficient λ is our main coefficient of

interest, as it captures the impact of CCP reverse repo investments in the
27Including lagged values of the dependent variable might introduce Nickell’s (1981) bias.

However, this is typically the case for panel regressions with an arbitrarily large cross-section
but only a few time periods. As the number of time periods grows, the bias approaches
zero. Given that our data feature a long time-series of 1065 business days and only 21
cross-sectional segments, we believe that our results do not suffer from this bias and are
consistent
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OTC market on interbank repo rates. It is worth stressing that Reversei,t

can be interpreted as the order flow (although standardised and with a nega-

tive sign) stemming from the CCPs cash lending in the OTC segment. Hence,

we occasionally refer to λ as the price impact of the CCP reverse repo in-

vestments. We do so, although the CCPs trade OTC while the interbank

market is based on centrally cleared electronic limit order books. Thus, it is

important to remember that λ captures spillover effects from the OTC (bi-

lateral) segment to interbank (centrally cleared) segment of the repo market.

An alternative way of considering CCPs’ supply of repos is as if it were an

instrumental variable (IV) measuring exogenous supply to the interbank repo

market. In fact, CCPs’ supply is (a) set by regulation, (b) determined by the

amount of cash accumulated on CCPs’ margin accounts, and (c) conducted

in the OTC segment, while we analyse the impact on interbank market.

The Xi,t vector contains our control variables, which we motivate next.

Xi,t =



Bondsi,t

CIPi,t

V STOXXt−1

∆PSPPi,t



First, we add CCPs’ aggregate and standardised outright government

bonds purchases as they can indirectly lower repo rates through “specialness“,

that is, collateral becomes scarce (Duffie, 1996). Hence, if Reversei,t and

Bondsi,t are correlated, excluding Bondsi,t from the regression would lead

to an omitted variable bias in the coefficient λ. Second, we control for the

overall financial markets situation by adding the CIP basis and volatility in-

dex. The former influences repo market supply and demand, whereas the

latter influences the amount of cash deposited on CCPs’ margin accounts
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(see section 3.3 for details). Finally, we control for possible effects such as

collateral scarcity stemming from Quantitative Easing. More specifically, we

add the percent-share of countries’ outstanding and eligible government debt

purchased through ECB’s PSPP to the controls.

To be conservative, we exclude the last day of each quarter from the regres-

sion as extreme seasonalities affect interbank repo rates, trading volume, and

the CIP basis. This also excludes or reduces confounding factors apart from

leverage ratio reporting that might change a bank’s repo trading behaviour

during these days (BIS, 2017, p. 38). It is worth stressing that excluding

the very last days at quarter-ends does not qualitatively change our main re-

sults and do not weaken our diff-in-diff identification strategy (see section 5)

because all repo tenors under scrutiny are equally affected during these days.

Consistent with the supply hypothesis, a negative λ indicates that in a

non-fully-elastic environment, the increasing supply from CCP reverse repo

investments lowers rates (while holding the repo demand constant).

Results

Table 2 shows the main findings. Two considerations arise: First, the

estimates of the price impact of CCP reverse repo investments are significantly

negative supporting the supply hypothesis. Every standard deviation increase

in reverse repo investments lowers interbank repo rates from the central bank

deposit rate by 1.559 basepoints. The estimated supply (negative) impact

from CCP reverse repos remains significant after adding the control variables.

Second, all estimated coefficients of the control variables exhibit the ex-

pected signs but are not always statistically significant. Specifically, the es-

timates of the price impact of the interbank order flow is positive and sig-

nificant, as postulated by microstructure theories. CCPs’ bond purchases do
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not significantly affect the repo rates suggesting that specialness has only an

indirect effect in the regulatory transmission mechanism. On the other hand,

the significance of the CIP estimate confirms the important connection be-

tween short-term interest rates and FX rates. Also, the positive coefficient

of the volatility variable points to the tendency of funding cost to increase in

stressed market conditions inducing some margin procyclicality. Unconven-

tional monetary policies do not seem to affect our results.

Overall, these results are consistent with the idea that CCP reverse repo

investments due to new regulation drags down repo rates below the central

bank’s deposit rate. It also highlights that rather than being market neutral,

the purchase of safe assets induced by the EMIR rule seems to contribute to

their scarcity.

[Insert Table 2 here.]

5 Demand Effects

Methods

Our regression design has so far aimed to identify a causal supply effect of

EMIR regulations on the interbank repo market. Next, we describe how we

augment the regression design to identify the demand effect stemming from

the Basel III leverage ratio.

As outlined in section 2.2, entering a repo contract (i.e., borrowing cash)

extends a bank’s balance sheet, and hence lowers the leverage ratio, whereas

entering a reverse repo contract does not. Thus, the repo accounting practice

induces banks to cut back repo positions to increase their leverage ratios

while limiting reverse repo positions cannot be used to improve the leverage
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ratio. It is therefore fair to assume that implementing leverage ratio regulation

depresses repo demand, but not repo supply.

The shape of the repo demand curve can be investigated by exploiting

exogenous variation in repo supply. CCPs’ reverse repo investment can serve

this purpose as it is determined by new regulation (see section 2.1). If repo

demand falls when Basel III’s leverage ratio is binding, a given increase in

repo supply should lead to a larger drop in repo rates. This means that

the negative price impact of reverse repos becomes more severe with falling

repo demand. This identification strategy implicitly assumes that repo supply

follows the same systematic patterns both outside and inside the regulatory

reporting period. Thus, it does not change due to leverage ratio concerns.

Therefore, we test whether repo demand falls by checking whether the

negative price impact of CCPs’ reverse repo investments becomes stronger

(i.e., the coefficient λ in (1)). We employ a difference-in-differences design to

causally attribute these changes to leverage ratio regulation. Whether a repo

position ends up on the balance sheet and worsens a bank’s leverage ratio

depends on its tenor and on leverage ratio disclosure schedule. This has been

documented by Du et al. (2018, pp. 940–944) for foreign exchange derivatives:

They show that violations of the covered interest rate parity increase when

leverage ratios must be disclosed to authorities. However, as most European

authorities only ask for a snapshot of the balance sheet on the last day of

the quarter, only contracts that have not yet matured will be affected by

leverage ratio regulations. For example, a one-week forward position traded

on 1 March will not affect the balance sheet on 31 March, when the leverage

ratio must be reported. However, a one-month forward position traded on

the same day will end up on the balance sheet and affected the leverage ratio

regulation. Therefore, CIP violations involving one-month forwards will be
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larger.

Analysing one-day and one-week tenors enables us to exploit the same

differences in the repo market (see figure 3). A one-week repo (given by

repos with a spot-one-week tenor in our dataset) stays on the balance sheet

for five business days, starting on the settlement date. In contrast, a one-

day repo (overnight, tomorrow-next and spot-next) enters the balance sheet

on the settlement day only as it matures and will be unwound the following

morning. Hence, during the four days before the last day of the quarter, one-

week repos are affected by leverage ratio regulation whereas 1-day repos are

not. If repo demand is affected by leverage ratio regulations, we expect the

price impact of CCP reverse repo investments on one-week repos to become

more negative during those four days. In contrast, the price impact on one-day

repos is not expected to change during this time period. Hence, we compute

the difference in price impacts between one-day and one-week repos and test

whether it changes during the last four days of the quarter. A change in this

difference should be caused by falling borrowing demand due to leverage ratio

regulation.

[Insert Figure 3 here.]

We introduce two additional dummy variables into regression (1) to esti-

mate this change of differences. Variable 1Wi equals 1 iff. the tenor of repo

contract i is spot-1-week (S1W). Similarly, BeforeEoQt equals 1 iff. day t is

1-4 days before the end of a quarter. To obtain the difference-in-differences

estimator, we interact these dummies with CCP reverse repo investments
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Reversei,t.

Ratei,t = α ·Ratei,t−1 + γ ·Orderflowi,t + λ1 ·Reversei,t

+ λ2 · 1Wi ·Reversei,t + λ3 ·BeforeEoQt ·Reversei,t

+ λ4 · 1Wi ·BeforeEoQt ·Reversei,t

+ µi + βTXi,t + η ·BeforeEoQt + εi,t

(2)

In this regression, λ1 captures the impact on one-day repos during normal

times (i.e., not before the end-of-quarter), whereas λ2 represents an addi-

tional impact on one-week repos during normal times and λ3 represents an

additional impact on one-day repos before the end of the quarter. Thus, λ4 is

the difference-in-differences estimator and captures the additional impact on

one-week repos before the end of the quarter. We also add the uninteracted

BeforeEoQt term to account for overall differences in the level of Ratei,t

before the end of the quarter. Note that we do not explicitly add the uninter-

acted 1Wi term because it is collinear with and hence absorbed into the fixed

effects µi.

The main variable of interest to test the demand hypothesis is λ4 as it

captures an additional price impact on repos that end up on the balance sheet

during leverage-ratio reporting days. If leverage-constrained dealers or banks

cater more CCPs’ reverse repo orders (Reversei,t) in the OTC segment, they

have less balance sheet space left to borrow or intermediate in the interbank

market. Hence, if leverage ratio regulation lowers demand for repos, then the

price impact of CCP reverse repos on interbank repos ought to be even more

negative (λ4 < 0) for repo contracts that contribute to the leverage ratio.

The λ3 coefficient is of secondary interest because it captures an additional

price impact on one-day repos during the last days before the end-of-quarter.
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If our assumptions hold, then λ3 ought to be close to zero as these one-day

repos mature before the leverage ratio must be disclosed.

Results

Table 3 shows the estimates from the difference-in-differences regression

equation (2), which isolates the causal effect of leverage ratio reporting on

repo rates. During the last four days before the last day of the quarter (when

leverage ratios must be calculated and reported), the difference between the

price impacts of one-day and one-week repos changes significantly. While the

former additional price impact is statistically insignificant, the latter suffer

from an additional staggering price impact of -26.383 bp per standard devi-

ation (with a P-value of 5.2%). Given that repo supply is not affected by

leverage ratio concerns, a stronger price impact must be caused by decreasing

repo demand. More specifically, the slope of the demand curve must become

more negative, which is identified by this additional price impact. On the

other hand, the inward shift of the demand curve is captured by the coeffi-

cient of BeforeEoQt · 1Wi which is also significantly negative.28 Overall, our

results suggest that the demand for repos that end up on the balance sheet

during the end-of-quarter falls. In contrast, the demand for repos not affected

by the leverage ratio regulation remains unchanged.

[Insert Table 3 here.]

6 Additional Tests

So far, we have showed that EMIR and Basel III regulations decrease short-

term rates. But how does the transmission mechanism work? To understand it
28Although our results are robust to a potential shift in the demand curve, we do not

claim to properly identify it.
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better, we extend our analysis by addressing two issues: (i) whether regulation

induces rate dispersion across repos, and (ii) whether it affects borrowing and

lending behaviour of individual banks. Answering these questions should shed

light on whether repos and banks are equally affected by regulations, and if

not, why.

6.1 Rate Dispersion

Methods

Regarding rate dispersion, we investigate whether CCP reverse repo in-

vestments drive a wedge between two countries’ interbank repo rates, which

has widened since 2015 as illustrated in in Figure 1. If we do not find any

significant effects on repo rate spreads, repo contracts should be equally af-

fected by the CCP reverse repo investments. Therefore, the negative impact

on the upper and lower components of the spread offset each other. This re-

sult would square well with a fully integrated repo market, in which the price

impact caused by the CCP cash supply (purchase of collateral assets) uni-

formly spillover across its segments. Such a pervasive effect is plausible as the

leverage ratio is an unweighted risk-measure and hence does not differentiate

between repos with different collateral.

Instead, an uneven impact of regulation across repo contracts can be ex-

plained from two perspectives: First, from the standpoint of the safe asset

literature repos are near-money assets providing safety and liquidity benefits

that give rise to a convenience yield. The convenience yield of an asset in-

creases with the asset scarcity (Krishnamurthy & Vissing-Jorgensen, 2012)

and differences in convenience yields can explain cross-sectional and temporal

variations in money market instruments (e.g. Bartolini, Hilton, Sundaresan,
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& Tonetti, 2011). Thus, the safe asset explanation for larger repo spreads

is the impact of CCPs purchases of collateral assets on convenience yields

through (collateral) asset scarcity. The second explanation for an increasing

repo spread is the balance-sheet-constrainedness effect, that is, a regulatory

cost involving a simultaneous position in a repo borrowing at a low rate and a

reverse repo lending at a high rate. Unless netted, the repo leg of this position

expands the balance sheet creating regulatory costs decreasing the repo rate

(see discussion in Section 5)

We use the spread between a "quote" country q and a "base" country b as

a measure of dispersion. The panel cross-section index i then corresponds to

a triplet (q, b,m), where m is the tenor of the repo segment. Note that we

fix the base b to the country exhibiting the lowest repo rates. From the safe

asset perceptive, the repo with the lowest (highest) rate provides the largest

(smallest) convenience yield. This approach ensures Spreadi,t to be positive.

Thus, every i corresponds to one (q,m)-combination.

Spreadi,t = Rateq,m,t −Rateb,m,t

We exclude Sterling repos from these regressions to ensure that we only take

spreads between Euro repos. Substituting the rates regression equation (1)

with this spread, as well as rearranging and simplifying terms, produces our

first dispersion panel regression equation.

Spreadi,t = α · Spreadi,t−1 + µi + βTXi,t + εi,t

+ γ1 ·
QuoteOrderflowi,t︷ ︸︸ ︷
Orderflowq,t +γ2 ·

BaseOrderflowi,t︷ ︸︸ ︷
Orderflowb,t

+ λ1 ·
QuoteReversei,t︷ ︸︸ ︷
Reverseq,t +λ2 ·

BaseReversei,t︷ ︸︸ ︷
Reverseb,t

(3)
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Analogously, the controls vector must be expanded with both countries’ CCP

bond purchases and PSPP purchases as follows:

Xi,t =



QuoteBondsi,t

BaseBondsi,t

CIPEUR,t

V IXt−1

∆QuotePSPPi,t

∆BasePSPPi,t



The coefficients λ1 and λ2 capture the impact of CCP reverse repo investments

on the repo rate spread between countries q and b. Given that the supply hy-

pothesis implies a negative price impact of every country’s investments on its

own repo rate, we should expect λ1 to be negative as reverse repo investments

lower the spread’s upper component. Conversely we should expect λ2 to be

positive as reverse repo investments decrease its lower component.

In addition to the separate base and quote effects, we estimate overall

impact. Specifically, we take the sum over all reverse repo investments, that

is, TotalReverset = ∑
i Reversei,t, and regress spreads on total reverse repo

investments.

Spreadi,t = λ · TotalReverset + . . . (4)

Here the interpretation of λ is unambiguous. If λ is positive, CCPs’ reverse

repo investments increase the dispersion of Euro repo rates. Finally, we repeat
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the difference-in-differences regression (2) for spreads instead of rates.

Spreadi,t = λ1 · TotalReverset + λ2 · 1Wi · TotalReverset

+ λ3 ·BeforeEoQt · TotalReverset

+ λ4 · 1Wi ·BeforeEoQt · TotalReverset

+ η ·BeforeEoQt + . . .

(5)

As previously, 1Wi is 1 iff. the spread is taken between one-week repos.29

If leverage ratio regulation does cause increased rates dispersion in the Euro

repo market, then we expect λ4 to be positive.

Results

Table 4 delivers two main results. First, CCPs’ reverse repo investments

widens repo rates dispersion. When we analyse the separate impact of CCPs’

reverse repo investment volumes of the quote country and base country (see

regression (7)), we find that the rate repo spread increase is mostly driven by

the base country impact (i.e. the low-rate leg). For instance, we find that

a hypothetical CCP purchase of base country’s collateral assets increases the

spread by about 5.414 bp per standard deviation of investments. Conversely,

investments in the quote country (i.e. high-rate leg) have no significant effect.

These findings provide empirical support to the safe asset hypothesis, that is,

the regulatory-driven collateral demand of the clearing infrastructure increases

the convenience yield of purchased assets.

Turning to the regression results (9), we find clear evidence that total re-

verse repo investments due to EMIR increase rate dispersion in the Euro repo

market. For instance, a one standard deviation increase in total reverse repo
29As before, the uninteracted 1Wi term is omitted because it is collinear with the panel

fixed-effects.
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investments, regardless of country, increases rate dispersion by 3.667 bp. This

picture is consistent with the balance-sheet-constrainedness explanation, that

is, a simultaneous repo and reverse-repo position requires balance sheet space

and hence creates regulatory costs due to leverage ratio regulation. Employing

the same diff-in-diff setting as in (6), we also find that repos that end up on

the balance sheet during reporting days exhibit an additional increase in rate

dispersion of 21.302 bp per standard deviation of reverse repo investments.

The drop in demand due to leverage ratio regulation therefore increases rate

dispersion and exacerbates the regulatory impact of repo supply due to EMIR.

[Insert Table 4 here.]

6.2 Individual Behaviours

In this section, we investigate the transmission mechanism of regulations

through the lens of the bank’s individual behaviour. We do so by analysing

how individual banks borrow and lend in the interbank market, and whether

their behaviour is different when they enter a bilateral repo with CCPs in the

OTC segment.

Entering a bilateral repo with a CCP has three main effects for a bank:

a cash surplus, a shortage of HQLA assets, and an expansion of the balance

sheet. Given the related inventory and regulatory costs (see the discussion

in section 2.2), that bank has an incentive to offset cash and asset imbal-

ances in the interbank market. Thus, two testable hypotheses arise: First,

banks that have been CCP counterparties should lend more in the interbank

market; second, the same banks should borrow less in the interbank market.

Furthermore, the balance sheet expansion can induce banks to cut back on

liquidity provision (see discussion in section 2.2). This is especially true for
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unnetted positions as the interbank repo market is centrally cleared thereby

offering netting benefits. Then, the third testing hypothesis is that banks that

have been CCP counterparties are more reluctant to provide liquidity in the

interbank market.

Methods

To analyse individual banks’ behaviours in the interbank market, we con-

sider their propensity to lend or borrow cash, and to provide or consume

liquidity. As standard in market microstructure, the submission of market

and limit orders define the provision and consumption of market liquidity,

respectively. Specifically, we divide a bank’s30 daily gross trading volume

into four shares: (1) borrowing cash with market orders (“aggressive” borrow-

ing consuming liquidity); (2) borrowing with limit orders (“non-aggressive”

borrowing supplying liquidity); (3) lending with market orders (aggressive

lending); and (4) lending with limit orders (non-aggressive lending). Let i

denote a bank, and let the pair (t, j) denote the j-th transaction on day t.

The propensity of bank i to borrow (lend) cash consuming (providing) market

liquidity on day t is given by MarketBorrowi,t (LimitLendi,t) and defined as

follows,

MarketBorrowi,t =
∑

j 1{Borrowert,j = i ∧ Aggressort,j = i} · V olumet,j∑
j V olumet,j

LimitLendi,t =
∑

j 1{Lendert,j = i ∧ Aggressort,j 6= i} · V olumet,j∑
j V olumet,j

30The repo data from BrokerTec and Eurex Repo contains anonymized trader IDs that al-
lows us to reconstruct bank’s individual trading positions. We identify CCP counterparties
by matching BrokerTec (Eurex Repo) transactions to regulatory data from RepoClear (Tar-
get2) to obtain actual bank names, and then flagging those banks that borrow from CCPs
in the OTC market. Note that we discard repo transactions from MTS Repo (which serves
the Italian repo market) for this analysis because neither anonymous IDs nor regulatory
data to match transactions against is available.
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where V olumet,j denotes the cash amount and Borrowert,j (Lendert,j) de-

notes the identity of the borrower (lender) of transaction (t, j). Finally,

Aggressort,j denotes the identity of the bank initiating the trade with a mar-

ket order. The two other shares, MarketLendi,t and LimitBorrowi,t are de-

fined analogously.31 Using the same sample period as before, we obtain panel

regressions whose cross sections consist of individual banks (rather than col-

lateral countries, as before). To determine how banks react to CCPs’ reverse

repos, we regress each share Yi,t on the total volume of CCPs reverse repo in-

vestments, (Reverset), the lagged dependent variable, bank and month fixed

effects, as well as a set of controls. To identify different behaviours of banks

that are counterparty of CCPs in the OTC segment, we interact Reverset

with a dummy variable Counterpartyi which is 1 iff. bank i is an OTC coun-

terparty to a CCP. The coefficient λ2 of this interaction term is our main

variable of interest.

Yi,t = µ1,i + µ2,month(t) + α · Yi,t−1 + βTXt

+ λ1 ·Reverset + λ2 · Counterpartyi ·Reverset + εi,t

(6)

A significant positive λ2 for Yi,t = MarketLendi,t and for Yi,t = LimitLendi,t

would support our first hypothesis, that is, CCPs’ counterparties lend more

in the interbank market. A significant negative λ2 for Yi,t = MarketBorrowi,t

and for Yi,t = LimitBorrowi,t would support the second hypothesis (i.e.

CCPs’ counterparties borrow less). About the third hypothesis, insignificant

λ2 coefficients associated with Yi,t = LimitLendi,t and Yi,t = LimitBorrowi,t

would be in line with a reduced provision of market liquidity by CCPs’ coun-

terparties.
31Note that either Lendert,j = Aggressort,j or Borrowert,j = Aggressort,j , and there-

fore MarketBorrowi,t +MarketLendi,t +LimitBorrowi,t +LimitLendi,t = 1 by definition.
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The set of controls Xt contains variables that may influence individual

trading behaviours.

Xt =



Bondst

OrderSharet

∆Ratet

log(V olumet)

EffectiveSpreadt

CIPt

V STOXXt−1


In addition to the control variables CIPt and V STOXXt−1 used in previ-

ous regressions32, we include four market variables that can influence trading

behaviours of individual banks: First, to capture overall market imbalances,

OrderSharet is defined as the market order flow divided by gross trading vol-

ume. The main idea is that one-sided markets (i.e. |OrderSharet| is close

to one) may affect order aggressiveness. Second, we add the daily repo rate

change as a higher (lower) rate might discourage borrowing (lending). Third,

(log) total trading volume captures overall activity in the market. Fourth, we

estimate effective spreads, as transaction cost is an important dimension of

market illiquidity influencing the propensity to trade and to provide further

liquidity.33

32We repeated this analysis by including ∆PSPPt as additional control and we obtained
insignificant coefficients. We present the regression results without ∆PSPPt because its
inclusion only raises estimator variance without materially changing the results.

33Using trade-by-trade changes in repo rates, we compute the Roll (1984) measure of
transaction costs for every collateral and tenor. We also analysed realized volatility as
an alternative control variable, but we exclude it from the encompassing model since it is
highly correlated with the effective spread.
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Results

Table 5 summarises the results. Three key findings stand out: First, the

strongest result is obtained for aggressive lending. For every standard devi-

ation increase in CCPs reverse repo lending, banks borrowing from CCPs in

the OTC segment lend 0.7% more in the interbank market relative to banks

that did not borrow from a CCP. In corroboration of the first hypothesis, this

is a sign that banks borrowing from CCPs tend to offload cash surpluses by

lending aggressively to other banks in the interbank market.

Second, there is no significant decrease in aggressive borrowing in response

to CCP lending. This corroborates our assumption that CCPs’ reverse repos

only affect repo supply in the interbank market, but not demand.

Third, there is mixed evidence of diminished market liquidity provided by

banks entering repos with CCPs. Non-aggressive borrowing of CCP coun-

terparties experiences a drop of 0.5% per standard deviation of CCP reverse

repos relative to other banks. This is consistent with banks cutting back on

intermediation in response to being leverage-constrained by unnettable34 repo

borrowing positions obtained by serving CCPs reverse repo orders. On the

other hand, the impact on non-aggressive lending is insignificant, perhaps be-

cause the diminished liquidity provision is offset by a larger pressure to lend

in the interbank market.

[Insert Table 5 here.]

6.3 Robustness Tests

We performed a series of robustness analyses proving the correctness of

our results. In this section, we report the main robustness checks and shortly
34Banks cannot net out their repo borrowing from CCPs because there is no multilateral

netting in bilateral agreements and CCPs do not regularly lend.
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discuss why some concerns do not apply.

Our findings provide compelling evidence that the supply and demand

regulatory effects hold true after controlling for PSPP impact. However, a

potential concern is that Quantitative Easing affects the initial margin contri-

butions of clearing members. More specifically, the increased excess liquidity

and collateral scarcity originated from the PSPP programme might induce

clearing members to deposit more cash than necessary on margin accounts.

Consequently, the Reverset variable could be influenced by PSPP effects. This

is very unlikely because CCPs discourage their members deposit cash collat-

eral (see section 2). Furthermore, there is no suggestive evidence supporting

this issue: First, during the subsample period of the PSPP programme, there

is no significant change in the composition of margin contributions; second,

the correlation between ∆PSPPi,t and ∆Reversei,t is close to zero.

In section 5, we test the demand hypothesis using a difference-in-differences

method based on the repo maturity. An alternative approach would be to

exploit the differences in disclosure frequency across jurisdictions, in order

to separate “treated” traders affected by leverage ratio regulation from “un-

treated” repo traders. In fact, as discussed (section 2.2) some banks have

to report the leverage ratio at the end of every month (in the U.K.), or an

average over several month ends. However, this approach has several disad-

vantages. For instance, many banks in our sample are international entities.

Also, many small differences (e.g., time of policy change, disclosure require-

ments, etc.) exist between countries. Despite these limitations, we test the

demand hypothesis by replacing the BeforeEoQt dummy (denoting the last

four days before the last day of the quarter) with an analogous BeforeEoMt

dummy that is 1 on the last four days before the last day of each month.

The obtained results are qualitatively identical even if the effect is not as
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strong. Therefore, we conclude that our results also hold true if balance sheet

constraints at the end of each month are considered.

Furthermore, we perform a sub-sampling analysis focusing on general col-

lateral repo rates only as CCPs might prefer to obtain high-quality collateral

no matter the exact identity (ISIN) of the collateral security. Despite losing

almost 50% of observations, our results stay almost identical and significant

in most specifications.35.

Finally, we address concerns of spurious correlations in our results due

to potential non-stationarity in some of our variables. Most importantly, we

remove from the cross-section a single country whose CCP reverse repo in-

vestments are only weakly stationary. Our results remain virtually unchanged.

In addition, we remove some control variables exhibiting strong persistence.

More specifically, we remove the Bondsi,t and V STOXXt−1 variables. We find

that all estimates remain similar in sign, magnitude and significance. Further-

more, and even though we take first differences, ∆PSPPi,t still exhibits strong

persistence. Excluding it from the regression, as well as replacing it with the

change in day-to-day change in Eurosystem excess liquidity36, does not ma-

terially affect our results. Our results also stay significant if we apply all of

these changes at the same time. In general, we find that our results remain

equally strong or even become stronger (both in magnitude and significance)

in each of these robustness checks.
35The exception are regressions (3) and (6), which include the full set of controls. There,

the coefficient of Reversei,t obtains a very similar estimate, but is barely significant. Also,
the demand effect rises to four times its original size.

36Excess liquidity is computed as the aggregate excess reserves defined as Eurosystem’s
deposits at the ECB deposit facility net of the recourse to the marginal lending facility,
plus current account holdings in excess of those contributing to the minimum reserve re-
quirements. We obtain these variables from the ECB statistical data warehouse. Replacing
∆PSPPi,t with ∆ELt renders its regression coefficients insignificant but does not materi-
ally affect our results.
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7 Conclusion

Using unique and granular datasets of European repo transactions and

clearing houses (CCP), we analyse the effects of EMIR and Basel III reg-

ulation on short-term interest rates. First, we study the regulatory effects

inducing clearing infrastructure to supply cash against safe collateral assets,

as prescribed by EMIR law. Second, Basel III regulation discourages borrow-

ing demand (collateral supply) through the leverage-constrainedness of repo

dealers, particularly during specific reporting periods. In addition, we delve

into the regulatory transmission mechanism by examining which assets and

which banks are most affected.

Four main findings arise from our study: First, rather than being market-

neutral, the collateralisation of CCPs’ cash holdings mandated by EMIR ex-

erts a significant downward pressure on short-term interest rates and thus

supports the supply hypothesis. Second, the supply effect is stronger when

the Basel III leverage ratio regulation is binding. This result is consistent

with the idea that balance-sheet-constrained banks are less inclined to de-

mand repos, which empirically supports the demand hypothesis. Third, new

regulation widens repo rate dispersion affecting most repos with the largest

convenience yield. Finally, banks that have been counterparties of CCPs lend

more and borrow less (aggressively) in the interbank market, perhaps in the

attempt of offsetting cash surplus and asset shortages.

Our analysis is relevant to policy makers as it highlights several unintended

effects on short-term rates that are caused by some regulatory reforms. First,

compliance with these regulations strengthens cash supply and collateral de-

mand. This results in larger dispersion and downward pressure on interbank

rates, which impedes monetary policy effectiveness (Duffie & Krishnamurthy,
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2016).37 This phenomenon has been attributed to various factors, including

collateral scarcity due to central banks’ extraordinary monetary policy instru-

ments and market segmentation (Duffie et al., 2015). Our findings offer an

alternative explanation and point to prudential regulations, which make CCPs

new important market players and constrain the trading books and balance

sheets of repo intermediaries.

Various remedies can be considered. First, regulators should consider the

joint effects of existing and new regulations. For instance, more comprehen-

sive inspection, as we propose in this paper, illuminates what the interaction

between CCP compliance with EMIR rules and the Basel III leverage ratio

regulation implies for short-term rates. Second, carefully (re-)designing some

regulations might move us closer to the efficient frontier of market efficiency

and financial stability (Duffie, 2018). For instance, the strong seasonalities

around quarter ends can be mitigated by monitoring leverage ratios more

frequently. In addition, the exemption of encumbered repo collateral assets

from the leverage ratio rule would reduce the asymmetric treatment of repo

and reverse repo and partially deter banks from window-dressing behaviour.

Third, our results indicate that the negative effects on repo market function-

ing are due to constrained intermediaries. Rather than rolling back pruden-

tial regulations, other measures relaxing these constraints and promoting the

de-intermediation of money markets should be contemplated. For instance,

giving non-financials access to centrally cleared markets could free up space

on dealers’ balance sheets, and thereby mitigate these effects. Also, increasing

netting efficiency, for example, by enhancing CCP-interoperability and com-

pression services, could lead to a more efficient use of dealers’ balance sheets.
37For instance, in recent years Euro repo rates have fallen below the lower bound

of the ECB’s interest rate corridor and have dispersed considerably, thus hindering the
passthrough efficiency of the ECB’s monetary policy.
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Finally, the constraining effect of CCPs’ reverse repo investments in dealers’

balance sheets is bound to become more severe as central clearing is mandated

for more and more financial products. To mitigate CCPs’ increasing reverse

repo investments, regulators could offer alternative ways of holding safe assets

and grant CCPs full access to central bank deposit accounts.38
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Figure 1: European Repo Rates
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Figure 2: Impact of Repo Trading on the Leverage Ratio
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Figure 3: Balance Sheet Impact around Reporting Days

Each column corresponds to a business day, with the thick bordered column representing
the leverage reporting day. Each row corresponds to a repo contract. The coloured bars
highlight those days on which each repo ends up on the balance sheet. The red bars
correspond to repos that show up on the balance sheet during the reporting day. All one-
week repos settled during the four days before the reporting days end up on the balance
sheet on the reporting days unlike the one-day repos. Note that the trading day is irrelevant.
Hence, our t index always denotes settlement dates.
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Table 1: Breakdown of the Repo Dataset

Transactions
(in mn)

Volume
(in EUR tn)

Transactions
(share in %)

Volume
(share in %)

Total 13.24 326.3 100.0 100.0
BrokerTec 8.76 189.7 66.1 58.1
Eurex Repo 0.33 36.9 2.5 11.3
MTS 4.16 99.7 31.4 30.6
CCP 12.86 317.1 97.1 97.2
Bilateral 0.38 9.2 2.9 2.8
Euro 12.23 296.9 92.3 91.0
Sterling 1.01 29.4 7.7 9.0
DE 2.90 74.4 21.9 22.8
ES 1.14 21.2 8.6 6.5
FR 1.36 31.0 10.3 9.5
GB 1.01 29.4 7.7 9.0
IT 4.08 97.8 30.8 30.0
NL 0.64 12.3 4.9 3.8
Other 2.09 60.3 15.8 18.5
1-day 12.99 313.6 98.1 96.1
>1-day 0.25 12.7 1.9 3.9
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Table 2: Supply Effect on Repo Rates

Ratei,t

(1) (2) (3)

Reversei,t
−4.525∗∗∗ −4.491∗∗∗ −1.509∗∗∗

(1.297) (1.283) (0.576)

Orderflowi,t
0.163∗∗ 0.163∗∗ 0.172∗∗∗

(0.078) (0.079) (0.032)

Bondsi,t
0.065 −0.219
(0.801) (0.300)

CIPi,t
155.946∗∗∗

(55.686)

V STOXXt−1
0.117∗∗∗

(0.021)

∆PSPPi,t
−27.919∗∗∗

(5.487)

Ratei,t−1
0.502∗∗∗ 0.502∗∗∗ 0.781∗∗∗

(0.063) (0.063) (0.021)
Fixed Effects Segment Segment Segment
Observations 13193 13193 12709

Segments 13 13 13
Adjusted R2 0.490 0.490 0.689

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
Note: Robust standard errors clustered at the segment and quarter are reported.
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Table 3: Demand Effects on Repo Rates

Ratei,t

(4) (5) (6)

Reversei,t
−3.297∗∗∗ −3.318∗∗∗ −0.813∗∗

(1.127) (1.129) (0.364)

Reversei,t · 1Wi
−13.464∗∗∗ −13.477∗∗∗ −7.874∗∗

(4.908) (4.878) (3.092)

Reversei,t ·BeforeEoQt
0.512 0.511 0.035
(0.835) (0.835) (0.508)

Reversei,t ·BeforeEoQt · 1Wi
−27.933∗∗ −27.941∗∗ −27.767∗∗

(13.515) (13.516) (13.399)

BeforeEoQt
−2.745 −2.746 −2.935∗

(2.904) (2.903) (1.748)

BeforeEoQt · 1Wi
−101.073∗∗ −101.097∗∗ −98.126∗∗

(48.681) (48.686) (47.360)

Orderflowi,t
0.173∗∗ 0.172∗∗ 0.174∗∗∗

(0.080) (0.080) (0.032)

Bondsi,t
−0.042 −0.297
(0.810) (0.318)

CIPi,t
123.014∗∗∗

(33.630)

V STOXXt−1
0.116∗∗∗

(0.021)

∆PSPPi,t
−32.537∗∗∗

(5.198)

Ratei,t−1
0.495∗∗∗ 0.495∗∗∗ 0.769∗∗∗

(0.062) (0.062) (0.022)
Fixed Effects Segment Segment Segment
Observations 13193 13193 12709

Segments 13 13 13
Adjusted R2 0.508 0.507 0.700

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
Note: Robust standard errors clustered at the segment and quarter are reported.
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Table 4: Effects on Repo Rate Dispersion

Spreadi,t

(7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

BaseReversei,t
7.269∗∗∗

(0.587)

QuoteReversei,t
0.377
(1.344)

TotalReverset
4.832∗∗∗ 3.572∗∗∗ 5.122∗∗∗ 3.755∗∗∗

(0.393) (0.352) (0.342) (0.204)

TotalReverset · 1Wi
−2.734∗∗∗ −2.195∗∗∗

(0.797) (0.605)

TotalReverset ·BeforeEoQt
−2.141∗∗ −1.956∗∗∗

(1.012) (0.722)

TotalReverset ·BeforeEoQt · 1Wi
21.548∗∗∗ 21.369∗∗

(7.948) (8.296)

BeforeEoQt
4.299∗∗∗ 3.194∗∗∗

(0.878) (0.667)

BeforeEoQt · 1Wi
3.957 3.833
(2.750) (2.477)

BaseOrderflowi,t
−0.089∗∗∗ −0.062∗∗∗ −0.084∗∗∗ −0.061∗∗∗ −0.080∗∗∗

(0.024) (0.022) (0.019) (0.022) (0.018)

QuoteOrderflowi,t
0.172∗∗∗ 0.146∗∗∗ 0.112∗∗∗ 0.147∗∗∗ 0.113∗∗∗

(0.029) (0.027) (0.022) (0.026) (0.021)

BaseBondsi,t
−2.170∗∗∗ −0.375 −0.423 −0.515 −0.405
(0.313) (0.395) (0.292) (0.360) (0.290)

QuoteBondsi,t
−0.056 −0.587 −0.027 −0.711∗ −0.182
(0.447) (0.381) (0.305) (0.365) (0.287)

CIPi,t
−101.500∗∗∗ −47.210∗∗∗

(38.106) (13.880)

V STOXXt−1
−0.079∗∗∗ −0.085∗∗∗

(0.019) (0.019)

∆BasePSPPi,t
−0.320 4.316∗∗

(3.181) (2.185)

∆QuotePSPPi,t
−8.142∗ −7.431∗

(4.683) (4.324)

Spreadi,t−1
0.430∗∗∗ 0.407∗∗∗ 0.543∗∗∗ 0.401∗∗∗ 0.534∗∗∗

(0.029) (0.027) (0.027) (0.027) (0.028)
Fixed Effects Segment Segment Segment Segment Segment
Observations 14419 14419 13867 14419 13867

Segments 15 15 15 15 15
Adjusted R2 0.394 0.412 0.441 0.434 0.460

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
Note: Robust standard errors clustered at the segment and quarter are reported.
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Table 5: Effects on Banks’ Individual Behavior

MarketBorrowi,t LimitBorrowi,t MarketLendi,t LimitLendi,t

(12) (13) (14) (15)

Reverset
0.00173 0.00184 −0.00391∗∗ 0.00042
(0.00144) (0.00156) (0.00160) (0.00139)

Reverset · Counterpartyi
−0.00191 −0.00453∗∗ 0.00688∗∗∗ −0.00024
(0.00167) (0.00186) (0.00203) (0.00175)

Bondst
−0.00189 0.00042 0.00090 0.00032
(0.00139) (0.00154) (0.00170) (0.00140)

OrderSharet
0.13873∗∗∗ −0.13573∗∗∗ −0.14850∗∗∗ 0.16841∗∗∗

(0.00825) (0.00921) (0.00982) (0.00886)

∆Ratet
0.01722∗ −0.00356 −0.00370 −0.00668
(0.00999) (0.01281) (0.01374) (0.01178)

log(V olumet)
−0.00810 0.03252∗∗∗ −0.01238 −0.01181
(0.00968) (0.01066) (0.01169) (0.01028)

EffectiveSpreadt
−0.00008 −0.00002 −0.00018∗ 0.00022∗∗

(0.00009) (0.00009) (0.00010) (0.00010)

CIPt
0.23499∗∗ −0.14051 −0.28874∗∗ 0.16854
(0.09831) (0.10171) (0.12252) (0.11207)

V STOXXt−1
0.00013 −0.00073∗∗∗ 0.00033 0.00023
(0.00024) (0.00025) (0.00028) (0.00026)

MarketBorrowi,t−1
0.34452∗∗∗

(0.00949)

LimitBorrowi,t−1
0.47039∗∗∗

(0.00979)

MarketLendi,t−1
0.44613∗∗∗

(0.00942)

LimitLendi,t−1
0.35444∗∗∗

(0.00993)
Fixed Effects Bank & Month Bank & Month Bank & Month Bank & Month
Observations 69181 69181 69181 69181

Banks 118 118 118 118
Adjusted R2 0.130 0.230 0.208 0.137

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
Note: Robust standard errors clustered at banks and months are reported.
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